The Stieltjes classes play a significant role in the moment problem allowing to exhibit explicitly an infinite family of probability densities with the same sequence of moments. In this paper, the notion of q-moment determinacy/indeterminacy is proposed and some conditions for a distribution to be either q-moment determinate or indeterminate in terms of its q-density have been obtained. Also, a q-analogue of Stieltjes classes is defined for q-distributions and q-Stieltjes classes have been constructed for a family of q-densities of q-moment indeterminate distributions.
Introduction
Stieltjes classes de facto appeared in [9] . They are instrumental in the moment problem. The name 'Stieltjes class' was proposed by J. Stoyanov [10] , who launched their study into a systematic research area. See [6, 7, 8, 11] . In the present article, the notion of Stieltjes classes will be adopted with regard to q-distributions. These distributions are coming from q-calculus and are widely used in applications. See, for example, [1, 3, 5] . For terminology and basic facts on q-distributions we refer to [2] . In this paper, it is always assumed that 0 ă q ă 1. The following definitions are employed in the sequel. Definition 1.1. r2s A function f ptq, t ą 0, is a q-density of a random variable X if the distribution function of X is F X pxq " F pxq "
f ptqd q t, x ą 0.
(1.1) Correspondingly, the k-th order q-moment of X is defined by m q pk; Xq :"
The q-integrals which appear in the definition were defined by Jackson in the following way:
See [4, Sec. 1.11] . It is evident that the magnitudes of q-moments depend only on the values taken on by a q-density on the sequence
It is natural, therefore, to consider the following equivalence relation for functions on p0, 8q :
In other words, functions f and g are equivalent if they coincide on I q . If X has finite q-moments of all orders, then the probability distribution of X can be classified either as q-moment determinate or q-moment indeterminate. More precisely, probability distribution P X is q-moment determinate if m q pk; Xq " m q pk; Y q for all k P N 0 implies that f X " f Y . Otherwise, P X is q-moment indeterminate. In the latter case, q-Stieltjes classes for f provide infinite families of not equivalent q-densities with the same q-moments as P X . To be specific, the following q-analogues of the notions put forth by J. Stoyanov [10] are proposed: Definition 1.2. Let f ptq, t ą 0 be a q-density of a random variable X. A function hptq, t ą 0 is a q-perturbation for f if M h :" sup tPIq |hptq| " 1 and
Let f ptq be a q-density and hptq be a q-perturbation for f. The set S :" tg : g is a q-density and g " p1`εhqf, ε P r´1, 1su
is called a q-Stieltjes class for f generated by h.
It has to be pointed out that, in general, p1`εhqf is not a q-density. However, as it will be shown in Lemma 2.5, there exists a family of q-densities equivalent to p1`εhqf for all ε P r´1, 1s in the sense of (1.3). Differently put, given f and h, a q-Stieltjes class consists of all q-densities gptq satisfying gpq j q " f pq j qr1`εhpq j qs, εr´1, 1s, whenever j P Z. Obviously, a q-perturbation function and a q-Stieltjes class exist only for q-indeterminate distributions. In this work, q-Stieltjes classes are constructed for a collection of q-densities f which satisfy the following estimate for some positive constant C :
That is, the q-density f has rather heavy tail. The sharpness of this result is demonstrated by Theorem 2.4, where it is proved that if a q-density f satisfies the condition f pq´jq " opq jpj`1q{2 q as j Ñ 8,
Recall the two q-analogues of the exponential functions:
See [2, formula (1.24)] and [4, Sec 1.3] . Note that e q p´tqE q ptq " 1. It should be emphasized that a q-exponential distribution, whose q-density equals λe q p´λtq, λ ą 0, t ą 0, is q-moment indeterminate, while the well-known exponential distribution is moment determinate. For the sequel, we need the following identity attributed to Euler:
where pa;j is the q-shifted factorial defined by:
It is known [13, formula (2.6)] that for some positive constants C 1 , C 2 and t large enough,
Throughout the paper, the letter C with or without an index denotes a positive constant whose exact value does not have to be specified. The same letter may be used for constants having different numerical values. Also, the following notation commonly adopted in the theory of analytic functions will be used repeatedly:
Mpr; f q :" max |z|"r |f pzq|.
Statement of Results
To begin with, notice that, while all q-densities are non-negative on p0, 8q and normalized by
these two conditions do not guarantee that f is a q-density, in distinction from probability densities. However, as the next lemma shows, a non-negative function f satisfying (2.1) is equivalent to a q-density. What is more, each equivalence class of a q-density f contains infinitely many q-densities.
Lemma 2.1. Let gptq ě 0, t ą 0 and ş 8 0 gptqd q t " 1. Then, there exists a q-density f such that f " g.
Proof.
Clearly, by (1.1), we have to find a distribution function F pxq so that D q F " g, that is, D q F pq j q " gpq j q for all j P Z. Given gptq, set F pxq " 0 for x ď 0,
and define F on each pq j`1 , q j q in such a way that F pxq is non-decreasing on R. Now,
Therefore, F pxq is a distribution function. Clearly, D q F pq j q " gpq j q for all j P Z, that is, D q F " g as desired.
The next theorem provides a criterion for q-densities to be q-moment indeterminate. Furthermore, the proof reveals a q-perturbation function for such q-densities, which permits to present explicitly a q-Stieltjes class. Theorem 2.2. Let f ptq be a q-density of a random variable X such that X has q-moments of all orders. If there is a positive constant C such that
2)
then the distribution of X is q-moment indeterminate.
Proof. To prove the theorem, it suffices to find a q-perturbation of f. Lethptq, t P p0, 8q be a function such that
Clearly, by (2.2),h  0 is bounded on I q . Consider ϕptq " ś 8 s"1 p1´q s tq. With the help of Euler's identity (1.4), one has:
pq;j t j .
Evidently, ϕpq´mq " 0 for all m " 1, 2, . . . , or ϕpq´p k`1" 0 for all k P N 0 . That is,
pq;j q´j pk`1q " 0 for all k P N 0 , which implies that
or, equivalently,
Thus, hptq "hptq{Mh is a q-perturbation of f, and the proof is complete.
Corollary 2.3. Let f satisfy (2.2), and constructh as in (2.3). Then hptq "
hptq{Mh is a q-perturbation of f and the set S " tg : g is a q-density and g " p1`εhqf, ε P r´1, 1su
is a q-Stieltjes class for f.
The next example demonstrates an application of this result to q-exponential distribution whose q-density is given by f ptq " λe q p´λtq. See [2] . Without loss of any generality, we will take λ " 1.
Example 2.1. Let f ptq " e q p´tq be a q-density of the q-exponential distribution with parameter λ " 1. Then
Since 1´q`q j´s ď 1 for s " 0, 1, . . . , j´1, it follows that e q p´q´jq ě e q p´1q j´1 ź s"0 q j´s " e q p´1qq jpj`1q{2 .
According to Theorem 2.2, one concludes that the q-exponential distribution is qmoment indeterminate. To find a q-perturbation for e q p´tq, one plugs e q p´q´jq " 1{E q pq´jq into (2.3).
The next outcome complements Theorem 2.2 by providing a condition for qmoment determinacy.
Theorem 2.4. Let f ptq, t ą 0 be a q-density of a random variable X. If f pq´jq " opq jpj`1q{2 q as j Ñ`8, then the distribution P X is q-moment determinate.
To prove this theorem, the following auxiliary results will come in handy.
Mpr; φq " opMpr; ϕqq as r Ñ 8.
Proof. Let us write φpzq "
Here, φ 1 is an entire function and φ 2 is analytic at 8 with φ 2 p8q " 0. Hence, Mpr; φ 2 q " op1q as r Ñ 8. As for φ 1 , one has Mpr; φ 1 q ď ř 8 j"0 |c j |r j . Let ε ą 0 be chosen arbitrarily. Then, there exists j 0 such that |c j | ă εq jpj`1q{2 for j ą j 0 . Therefore,
pq;j r j .
Taking into account that, according to (1.4),
pq;j r j " E qˆq r 1´q˙" ϕp´rq, one derives Mpr; φ 1 q ď Mpr; P j 0 q`εϕp´rq.
As ϕp´rq " Mpr; ϕq and Mpr; P j 0 q " opMpr; ϕqq, r Ñ 8, the result follows.
Lemma 2.6. Let φpzq " ř jPZ c j z j satisfy φpq´mq " 0 for all m P N. Then, for r " q´m, one has Mpr; φq ě C exp " ln 2 r 2 lnp1{qq´l n r 2
* .
Proof. The function φ is analytic in 0 ă |z| ă 8. Applying Jensen's Theorem [12] in the annulus tz P C : 1 ď |z| ď q´mu, one can write, for r " q´m, which -along with (2.6) -implies that Mpr; φ 2 q ě CMpr; ϕq for r " q´m large enough. Since all the coefficients of φ 1 and φ 2 are nonnegative, it follows that Mpr; φ 1 q " φ 1 prq and Mpr; φ 2 q " φ 2 prq. Consequently, Mpq´m; φ 1 q " Mpq´m; φ 2 q as condition (2.5) shows. Finally, taking r " q´m large enough, one arrives at:
Mpr; φ 1 q " Mpr; φ 2 q ě CMpr; ϕq.
This, however, contradicts, (2.7). The theorem is proved.
